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By H. Julian Allen
SUMMARY
o
A method is presented for the rapid calculation of
the pressure’distribution over an airfoil section when
the normal-force distribution and the pressure distribu-
tion over the ‘lbase profile” (i.e., the profile of the
same airfoil were the camber line straight and the re-
sulting airfoil at zero angle of attack) are known. This
note is intended as a supplement to N,A.C.A. Reports NOS.
631 and 634 wherein methods ~re presented for the calcu-
lation ’of the normal-force distribution over plain and
flapped airfoils, respectively, but not of the pressures
on the individual surfaces.
Base-profile pressure-coefficient distributions for
the usual N.A.C.A. family of airfoils, which are also
suitable for several other commonly employed airfoils, are
included in ta%ular form. With these tabulated base-
profile pressures and the Computed normal-force distribu-.
tions, pressure d,istri%utions adequate for most engineer-
ing purposes can %e o%tained.
INTRODUCTION
A method is given in reference 1 for computing the
chprdwise pressure distribution over both the upper and
the lower surfaces of an airfoil. In this method, a per-=
feet nonviscous fluid was assumed and, consequently, the
agreement %etween the integrated forces and moments and
those obtained from experimental observations was in ,many
F cases inadequate. In the work reported in reference 2,
*, the effect of viscosity was accounted for by an adjustment




Both methods, however, are tool aborious
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A subsequent analysis of theory and experimental data
(references % and 4) resulted in a series of charts where-
by the normal-force distri,lmtions, %ut not the pressures I
on the individual surfaces, could be obtained for ordinary
airfoils and airfoils with flaps. In this method, the
magnitudes of the various component distributions that are
added to o’bt~in the normal-force distribution are deter-
mined from experimental force and moment coefficients.
When the calculated normal-force distribution is inte-
grated, it then yields normal-force and moment coeffi-
cients that must agree in magnitude with the corresponding
experimental coefficients.
The present paper, which is.a supplement to refer-
ences 3 and 4, gives a method of utilizing the calculated
norm~l-force distribution to obtain the pressures on the
individual surfaces of an airfoil. Again, the resulting
pressure distributions when integrated must yield normal-
force and moment coefficients that agree with those ob-
tained by experiment.
This method requires, in addition to a knowledge of
the chordwise normal-force distribution over the airfoil
section (as may he obtained from references 3 and 4), the
pressure distribution over the ‘*base profile’! of the air-
foil section (i.e., the profile of the same airfoil were
the camber line straight and the resulting airfoil at zero
angle of attack). The method is applicable, to date, to
normal airfoils and to airfoils with plain trailing-edge
flaps . :The base-profile pressure distributions for the
N.A.C.A. fami~y of airfoils (as well as for the Clark Y
And the G~ttingen 398) calculated by the method of refer-
ence 1 are given in this report.
THEORY OF THE METHOD
Let it be assumed that the chordwise distribution of
the filaments of the bound vortices within an airfoil sec-
tion are located along the mean camber line and that the
curvature of the mean camber line Ys slight so that the
induced velocities on the upper and the lower surfaces at
any given distance, x, behind the leading edge of the
airfoil are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.
The velocities on the upper and the lower surfaces of
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u? = uJi-- Pf
stream, velocity, and
/q, where q is th






























!l?hepressureq on th’e upper and, the lower
airfoil at x are then, respectively,
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Substituting equation (5) in (4) and rearranging gives
(6)
Thus , if the normal-force distribution over an airfoil P
and the pressure distribution over’ the base profile Pf
are known, then pressure coefficients for the upper and
the lower surfaces may be calculated.
ACCURACY AND LIMITATIONS 03? THE METHOD
At the outset, i.t is necessary to justify the assump-
tions made in the development’ of the present method, To
this end, the theoretical pressure distributions over the
N.A.C.A. 4412.airfotil section at two angles of attack were
calculated by the method of reference 1 and are plotted in
figures 1 and 2. The theoretically exact normal-force
distributions were determined from the pressure distribu-
tions for each case. The press”ure distribution over the
base profile (N.A,C.A. 0012 at zero angle of attack) was
also calculated by the method of reference 1. By means
of the normal-force and the base-profile pressure distri-
butions, the pre”ssure distributions were then calculated
by equations (6) and are plotted for comparison in figures
1 and 2. Similar calculations were made for the N.A.C.A.
6512 and 27018 at Ct = O and Ct = 1.0; the resulting
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.
N.A.C.A. 6512 airfoi,l is representative of the more highly
cam%ered airfoils;. tihe N~&.C.A. 2301’8, of fairly thick air-
foils; and the N.A.C.A. 4412, of the more commonly em-
ployed airfoils. The agreement Q.etween the. theoretical
distributions and those c~lculate”d by equations (6) for
the se~e~al airfoils ’investigated is, good, as shown by the
distributions in figures 1 to 6. ,
l ,“
Theri’this method is applied to the calculation of
airfq~l p“ressure distributions, the accuracy of the calcu-
lation tiill depend principally on:
,(1) The accuracy of the calc~lation of the chord-,




(’2) The accuracy of the base: profile pressure dis-
tribution.
.,
(3) !I%e thickness of the boundary layer over the
airfoil.
The close agreement het~ee~ the theoretical pressure
distributions of figures 1 to 6 shows that, “for airfoils
of normal profile, thickness, and ca”mber, equations (6) ‘
are sufficiently accur,ate. For an airfoil with a plain I
flap deflected through a larg~, angle, the basic assumption
that the ourvature of the mean Camber line is small is dis-
regarded so that the accurac,y o~f equations (6) is accord-
ingly less. The same statement is, of course, tru~ for
highly cambered airfoils. Again, the assumption that the
bound vorticity may be consider~d as distributed along the
mean camber line, although it has been shown to be per-
missible for airfoils of normal thickness, will probably
be less accurate for the thicker profiles. ,
,,
‘ For’ plain air~oils, the accuracy of the method for’
the calgulati.on of the normal.force distribution given in
reference 3 is, as a rule, well ~it~in 5 percent; for. air-
foi~s tii:h flaps, the accuracy of the method given in
reference 4 is, as a ru].e$ within 1“0 percent of the true
normal~force distribution.
The base-profile pressure d.istrilxition calculated by
‘the method of reference 1 will probably be sufficiently
accurate for design purposes for all base profiles in com-
mnn use. The base-prof~lq pressure distributions for.the
N.A.C.A. family of airfoils, as well as for the Clark Y “
,,, ,,
,.
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and the !l~ttingen 398, were calculated by the method of
reference 1 and are given in table I.
That the thickness of the %oundary layer is a factor
concerning the accuracy of this method is apparent when
it is se~n that not only is the base profile effectively
changed. when the boundary layer is thickened hut also that
the effective shape of the mean ce,mb~r line and therefore
the effective position of the bound vortices are altered
when the boundary layer is thicker on one surface of the
airfoil than the other (as for example when the angle of
maximum lift is approached). This inaccuracy, which af-
fects the distribution of pressure between the upper and
the lower surfaces of the.airfoil, exists in spite of the
fact that the effe~ of the %oundary layer on the normal-
force distribution is partly taken care of by the methods
of references 3 and 4.
A consideration of the several factors would lead one
to expect that the method would be very accurate for thin
airfoils with small amounts of camber and would be less
accurate for thick highly cambered airfoils and particu-
larly for airfoils with ordinary trailing-edge flaps. That
these expectations are fulfilled is shown in figures 7 to
14, where the computed. and the experimental pressure dis-
tributions for several airfoils (one with a flap) are
given. In every case, the normal-force distributions were
determined by the methods of references 3 and 4 and the
base-profile pressure d.istribution~ given in table I were
used. The experimental pressure distributions over the
N.A.C.A. 4412 airfoil (figs. 7 to 10) were obtained from
reference 2 and those over the N.A.C,A. 23012 (figs. 11 to
14) were obtained from reference 5.
One limitation should be noted although it is of neg-
ligible importance. Equations (6) cannot be used to pre-
dict the pressure at the most forward point of the airfoil
because at this point the slope of the airfoil profile is
infinite and, even though the normal force approaches zero,
the solution must, of course, be indeterminate at this
poiht. The nose point should therefore be omitted from
practical calculations.
CONCLUSIONS
When the base-profile pressure-coefficient distribu-
tions given in table I and the normal-force distributions
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the pressure distributions calculated by the method of this
note are adequate for most engineering purposes. The com-
puted pressure distributions not onlY agree in form with
experiment but the integrated normal forces and moments
agree in magnitude with experiment. “
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